2005 mercedes e550

Although it costs more than its peers, a combination of excellent driving dynamics, numerous
safety and luxury features and high style make the E-Class one of our favorites. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the E-Class. View Photos. Write a review
See all 67 reviews. Most Fun to Drive Still is. This car was made to be driven and driven hard!
I've owned four Mercedes vehicles-1 gas and 3 diesels and the E CDI is the fastest and nearly
has the most torque of the three. I absolutely love to drive this car. It literally is as solid as a
rock. It tracks down the highway like an arrow and when I pass a semi at highway speeds or a
little more it doesn't waver one single millimeter. I sometimes take it out on the Interstate and
drive it just for the fun of it. Read more. Read less. Best car I have ever owned! Totally trouble
free. This car has been as reliable as my Honda no small feat! Quiet, passengers have no idea it
is a diesel. Performance is better than the gasoline version of the same car. This is the last year
with the straight 6 mercedes diesel, as bullet-proof a motor as Mercedes has ever made. I would
never consider buying another Mercedes that wasn't a diesel. This is my third MB. It is the best
auto I have ever owned or driven. My wife and all who have driven it, rate it as the best drive and
ride they have experienced. Mileage is fantastic. A mi. Car when running correctly was
wonderful, but had it in 11 times for major problems, 0 rings replaced twice, two fuel line leaks,
transmission went out, and on and on. Lots of keyless go problems. Mercedes would not extend
warranty for me. Dealership was very good in handling these problems, but Mercedes would not
stand behind product. Write a review. More expensive than competitors, confusing control
layout, electronically controlled brakes lack progressive feel. Diesel fans, rejoice! For now, this
model is only state certified, meaning that it's unavailable in California, Maine, Massachusetts,
New York or Vermont. Beginning in March , the base E becomes the E with the addition of a 3.
At the same time, a sport package will be added, which features upgraded suspension tuning
and wheels, as well as steering wheel-mounted shift buttons. Complimentary scheduled
maintenance program has been dropped for Sign Up. So you should chech it on our car models.
Another consequence of P Mercedes-benz E engine overheating may be a blown head gasket.
Heat makes aluminum swell almost three times faster than cast iron. Thermal stress can distort
the head and make it swell in areas that are hottest like those between exhaust valves in
adjoining cylinders, and areas that have restricted coolant flow like the narrow area that
separates the cylinders. The typical aluminum head swells most in the middle, which can crush
the head gasket if the head gets too hot. This will usually cause the head gasket to leak
compression between adjacent cylinders, or leak coolant into the cylinders. Check your choke
plate. Is it positioned correctly? Is it still working as it should? Does it open completely? If not,
then you either replace it or repair it. If the damage is quite severe, I suggest you put down your
repair tools and start looking around for a replacement choke plate to avoid a repeat of this
nasty episode. The P Mercedes-benz E Check Engine lamp is perhaps the most troubling of
lights because it could mean so many different things, from you didn't screw the gas cap on
tightly enough to look out for pistons flying through the hood and into the stratosphere. The
easiest way to find out what this light is telling you is to hook your vehicle up to a scan tool. P
diagnostic tool looks a little like an oversized calculator and plugs into a communication port
inside the car. After you instruct it to perform the scan, it speaks P Mercedes-benz E with your
car's computers to find out exactly what's prompting the light to turn on. What does fault code P
mean for Mercedes-benz E? What does a diagnostic reading P mean for Mercedes-benz E?
What do we know about P code for Mercedes-benz E? Check all engine fault codes from our
database. Copyright FaultCodeCheck. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. What an amazing experience. They really took care of me since the minute I even
inquired about this car. Good deal and great vibes. I could make it to this dealer but the young
lady whom I spoke with on the phone was very polite and didn't try over charging me for the
vehicle. My experience was amazing!!! The car was in prefect condition and the owners are
extremely nice. The road trip back home was a breeze and they made sure i made it back safe.
They sale really good quality cars and i would recommend them to anybody looking to buy the
best quality at a good rate! Sucked heard nothing all they want was ss an never here from again
nice at first then a instead of a person but thanks for the experience. I got my hard earned
money worth of pickup and was able to request after purchasing preventive maintenance.
Dealer contacted me but, the truck was sold before I could get there. No fault of theirs. This car
had several issues not listed in the description rust on all for rotors as if it had sat in standing
water for a long period of time. They responded via email directing me to their website, not even
giving me the direct link to vehicle in question. They provided no name, off I wanted to respond
or speak direct to the person! Very poor personal and communication skills! Not a good way to
get business! Response at the time I was lookat this one very important for me. The car is over
priced for what's all wrong with the car. Transmission is shot, the wheel is screwed up, no heat
Not worth test driving. Answered all questions in a timely matter but wound up. The owner was

incredibly rude when dealing with us. Told us that our trade in was piece of crap. We were going
to buy the car until we had to deal with him. Gene, you should keep him in the back room and
away from customers. Vehicles not the quality represented. Neither Land Rover had operable air
suspensions and dealer failed to disclose until we drove miles to test drive. Overall experience
was great! Eva was great! She answered all my questions and gave me all the info I needed!
Great vehicle. Made the financing process very easy. Highly recommend this dealership.
Absolutely horrible! Claimed vehicle was thoroughly inspected. Same deal at local but too far
away that why we purchase in local! Good help n nice service hope one day we will purchase if
have good offer. I asked three questions in an email immediately when the listing hit. I received
several emails from them but none answered my questions. Finally they told me the truck had
sold! Bad way to do business! Mercedes has added a diesel variant to the E-Class lineup. An
engine upgrade is expected for the base E midway through the year, and a sport package will
also be added. The Mercedes scheduled maintenance program is no longer a complimentary
service. The E-Class is available in eight trim levels, configured through two body styles, three
engines, and two drive trains. Mercedes offers the E-Class as a sedan or a wagon, with rear- or
all-wheel drive, powered by a V6, V8. The models come standard with all the bells and whistles
one might expect to find in a Mercedes, highlighted by the TeleAid assistance system,
dual-zone automatic climate controls, steering wheel audio controls, leather upholstery, way
power front seats, and a memory system front seats, mirrors, steering wheel. The models house
a 3. The CDI diesel gets a turbocharged 3. Both engines are mated to a five-speed automatic
transmission with a manual shift gate. The s upgrade to a 5. The 4Matic uses the five-speed
automatic, while the rear-wheel drive models get a new seven-speed version. The current
generation E-Class borrows many styling cues from the full size S-Class. The results are a more
dramatic exterior shape and an elegant interior presentation. The E-Class is more expensive
than its mid-size competitors, but this lineup is available with a AWD and a powerful V8. This
Mercedes also boasts advanced safety features like electronic braking, which improves the
communication between the brakes and active safety systems. Test drivers expressed great
satisfaction with the E's ride - an ideal blend of cushioning and control. An E55 AMG is available
for the enthusiasts, but that sedan is categorized by itself. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the E-Class. Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain
Drive type Rear wheel drive Transmission 7-speed shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity
Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 5. Power Feature Power Feature Reverse tilt
passenger mirror provides curb view when vehicle in reverse yes 4 one-touch power windows
yes remote keyless power door locks yes Power mirrors yes remote window operation yes
Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes
external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front leg room Rear hip
Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo
capacity Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient. Height EPA
interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the E-Class. Suspension
Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes multi-link
front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 4 yr. Roadside
Unlimited yr. Inventory See E-Class Inventory. Sign Up. Ash, leather Charcoal, leather Stone,
leather Ash, premium leather Charcoal, premium leather Stone, premium leather. See E-Class
Inventory. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and

many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The Good A potent power plant and some
advanced drivetrain technology make the subtly restyled Mercedes-Benz E a dream drive.
Beneath its classy exterior, a sweet-sounding stereo, a well-appointed cabin, and an innovative
multifunction display enhance the onboard experience. The Bad Awkward controls for the
navigation and audio systems and threadbare map information left us lost in more ways than
one. The E's emissions ratings are among the worst in its class. Its classy exterior, glorious V-8,
and well-appointed interior are let down by some poorly designed cabin technology. Be
respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we
encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. The
Mercedes-Benz E-Class gets its name from the German word for injection, einspritzung , which
originally referred to the car's fuel-injection system in the s. For the model year, the E-Class
gets a couple more injections: its front end gets some Botox work and a shot of sporty grille
treatment, while the engine gets a near-overdose of power in the form of a barnstorming
horspeower 5. The resultant outpatient is the Mercedes-Benz E, the new face of Mercedes's
midsize executive sedan series, a discreetly styled Teutonic tourer, potent enough to bury the
Audi A6 and the BMW i in the dust of the autobahn. Inside, the E presents an array of
communications and entertainment features that tick most of the car-tech boxes, but some,
including the GPS navigation system, have less-than-user-friendly interfaces. Hawkeyed
observers of the E will be able to tell that the E-Class's midcycle face-lift has made the front end
look sharper than the previous E, thanks to a pointed, more beaklike front grille. Other cosmetic
tweaks, including additional horizontal eyelids on the car's headlights and the addition of some
extra wire mesh beneath the front bumper, give the E a more aggressive, sporty expression,
although not to the detriment of the car's understated character. Plush leather upholstery and
burl walnut trim provide the framework for the car's dated-looking head unit and HVAC controls.
Thanks to Keyless Go, drivers can gain access to the E and fire up its engine via a button on top
of the shifter without having to take the car's weighty key fob from their pockets. Further
evidence that this is going to be a technoride is provided in the form of way adjustable seats
and an automatically tilting-and telescoping steering wheel. This display was our favorite
cabin-tech feature of the E with a push of one of the oval buttons, we were able to call up
information on: the current satellite radio station; current road and direction of travel; real-time
turn-by-turn directions from the GPS navigation system with distance to the next turning,
direction of the next turning in the form of a bright white arrow , and the name of the upcoming
street we were to turn onto; phone status; and readouts on speed, current gas mileage, and
range to empty. This is most evident with the navigation: instead of a touch screen or the
center-console-mounted dial that we saw in the Mercedes S , the E requires wayfarers to
program destinations using a fussy, five-way rocker switch, which requires a good deal of
repetitive button-pushing to enter a single destination. One of our colleagues was particularly
critical of the washed-out light-blue-on-lighter-blue color scheme for the menu screens. If you
can live with that, then you might also find yourself frustrated with the fact that the display will
show only one function at a time: more than once, we wanted to know the name of a song
playing on Sirius while navigating to a destination. To do so, we had to leave the map screen by
pressing the Sat button not the Audio button, which will stop the satellite radio station
altogether , then press another button for Info to get the names of the artist and track. We much
prefer multiple-info display configurations, such as those we've seen in some Acura, Lexus, and
GM models. Turn on, zoom in, fade out Without the use of the instruction manual our test car
came without one , we also had a hard time figuring out how to change the volume of the
navigation's voice commands, which were set at a volume too soft for us to hear, especially
with the Harman Kardon Logic7 surround sound playing in all its glory. Fortunately, we are
tech-savvy geniuses here at CNET, and some extensive digging and decoding of cryptic

Mercedes design led us to the solution: rather than a volume gauge, the voice volume is
adjusted by a fade setting--minimum fade for minimum voice-guidance volume, maximum fade
for maximum voice-guidance volume--easy when you know how. And our gripes with the
navigation interface don't stop there. We found that the E's LCD display is set too far down in
the center console for quick, easy glances at the directions and also that the E's maps give
inadequate street-name information: even at maximum zoom, the names of many San Francisco
cross streets didn't show up. The E's navigation display is washed out and set too low in the
dash for easy viewing. OK, enough of our gripes with the navigation system. Other cabin tech in
the E is generally well integrated and useful. We particularly liked the pop-out faceplate for the
insertion of CDs into the in-dash six-disc changer and the fact that there is an auxiliary input
jack subtly installed in the glove box. In addition to playing regular CDs, the E's stereo accepts
homemade MP3 discs, giving full ID3-tag information for artist, album, and track. The Logic7
surround-sound audio system's immersive output was a pleasure to listen to, sounding great
across all ranges right up to maximum volume. As with other Mercedes we've tested, the
standard Bluetooth hands-free interface in the E is no use to those who don't own one of the
seven bespoke Mercedes-Benz handsets that are compatible with the car's phone cradle. As our
tester came with the Premium II package, we had the pleasure of a couple of extra comfort tech
features, including heated and ventilated front seats and an ultraluxurious power rear-window
sunshade. Sweet torquer Having given vent to our niggles with the cabin, we are obliged to say
that the Mercedes-Benz E is an awesome car for those who want a car for good, old low-tech
driving pleasure. To say that the E's performance credentials are understated is itself an
understatement: the midsize sedan inherits the family performance jewels from its S big brother
in the shape of a 5. With neither access to a closed-circuit track nor a death wish, we didn't
manage to get the sporty sedan up to its full 6K in any gear above second, but we did enjoy
taking advantage of the E's oodles of torquepound-feet at 2,rpm--to put a BMW M3 in its place
en route to San Jose. And being a Mercedes-Benz, the E reserves its most impressive
technology for enhancing its performance. A system called Shift into Optimum Gear enables the
driver to select the most effective of the car's seven gears to achieve maximum acceleration or
engine braking by pulling the shifter laterally toward the driver's seat for one second. For those
wishing to let the car shift on its own, the E features driver-adaptive programming, which
adjusts shifts to the current driving style. We would be hard-pushed to say that we felt any
noticeable effects of the this system, but we also never found that the car was hunting for the
right gear, despite our various experimental driving styles, so it was probably working just fine.
One feature that did have a discernible effect on the E's performance was the button enabling
us to switch the transmission to Comfort mode, which started the car from standing in second
gear and delivered upshifts at lower rpms for a more sedate ride. Buttons on the center stack
allow the driver to customize suspension and transmission settings. Also customizable from
the cabin is the E's Airmatic air suspension, which can be set to one of three configurations
according to your preferences for hauling the pound Benz through the bends. Nevertheless,
while it has the muscle to beat the BMW i to 60mph, our E felt and drove more like a
comfortable, executive sedan with a performance secret than like a sports car--even when tuned
to the stiffest suspension setting. Perhaps if we'd had the Sport Package larger, inch wheels;
lowered suspension; sportier bumper and exhaust pipes; white racing gauges , we would have
felt differently. Thanks to its gas-gulping V-8, the E's EPA fuel-economy ratingsmpg in the city,
23mpg on the highway--are on the low side for a midsize sedan. In practice, we found that it
performed at the high end of the scale, getting an average of The E scores less well on the
EPA's midsize car emissions table: at Pre Safe as standard The most impressive safety-tech
feature of the Mercedes-Benz E is the installation as standard of Mercedes's Pre Safe
collision-mitigation system. Previously the preserve of the S-Class, Pre Safe is a radar-based
active safety system that analyzes braking, steering, and electronic stability control data to
identify a probable imminent impact. If a crash seems likely, the system prepares the car to best
protect its occupants by tensioning the seatbelts, closing the sunroof and windows, and
moving the front seats into the safest upright position to maximize the effect of airbag
deployment. Also inherited from the S are the E's adaptive brake lights, which operate as
regular brake lights under normal driving conditions, but which flash intermittently when the
brake pedal is forcefully depressed, to alert drivers behind. Other active safety features on the E
include bi-xenon high-intensity discharge headlights featuring active curve illumination, and
cornering fog lights that follow the car's path into a bend to give the driver better visibility when
turning. European owners of the E get an additional active lighting feature called Intelligent
Light System, which analyses the car's speed and orientation to set the headlamps to one of
five illumination modes including dedicated settings for driving on the freeway, on country
roads, and in heavy fog--no word from Mercedes if and when this will be available in the States.

Standard passive safety on the E is equally impressive: driver and front passenger get
dual-stage front- and side-impact air
snorkel lift parts diagram
daewoo g30s service manual
briggs and stratton free repair manuals
bags, while outboard rear passengers also get side-impact airbags all within a steel-reinforced
cabin with front and rear crumple zones. Window curtain airbags are also installed along each
side of the car, ready to deploy in the event of a side impact or in response to the car's
electronic rollover sensor. Mercedes's TeleAid system is also available to provide emergency
aid, information, or roadside assistance. With a higher base price than the Audi A6 4. While its
mediocre onboard technology suggests that this price premium is not justified, an afternoon of
spirited driving behind the E's wheel might convince you otherwise. Pricing Unavailable. Get
Price. Cabin tech 8. Performance tech 9. Design 9. Roadshow Automobiles Mercedes-Benz E
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